Excellence in Scrap Recycling
Welcome to the World of GMR Materials

You have just entered Korea's leading scrap metal company by opening this brochure. At GMR Materials, through a century of hard work and dedication, customer services are the pride of our company. We are very proud of what we do to uphold our commitment to our partners, our communities, and the planet. We invest a significant amount in our processes, relationships and communities. Furthermore, protecting and holding our reputation known as honest weights, grading, prompt payment and real-time responsiveness are paramount in our company’s principle. We make strenuous efforts to upgrade the quality of products through the introduction of technology.
GMR Materials Fact Sheet

A. The One and Only KOSDAQ-Listed Scrap Company
GMR Materials, founded in 2003, specializes in Fe- Scrap Metal. We are the only scrap metal company listed under KOSDAQ in Korea. Our company proudly has achieved No. 1 in exporting scrap metal in Korea. We hold numerous patents regarding processing scrap, and our qualities, reliability of the goods and services are proven by owning ISO 9001 and 14001 certifications. Among all of the scrap metal companies in Korea, we are one of the few companies that ship through marine transportation network with licenses such as AQSIQ, etc.

B. New Journey
In January of 2016, GMR, the expert in non-ferrous scrap from LA, CA, acquired ‘GMR Materials Co., Ltd’ (previously known as ‘Steel and Resources Co., Ltd’), forming one of the leading publicly traded global recyclers in Korea. To reflect this new journey, GMR decided to rename the company to “GMR Materials Co., Ltd.” Now, GMR Materials is ready to handle ferrous and non-ferrous materials at the same time. The alliances between the two companies generate a significant synergy effect.

C. Starting from the Bottom
The windows of opportunity were innovation and new mindset. Throughout the years in the scrap metal business, we laid out the groundwork for the next great take off by reforming and renovating the company. Now it is the time for us to complete and reinforce our business with a new mindset of embracing higher standards of sustainability and accountability.

Impossible? I’m Possible, GMR Materials!
Our Expertise

We guarantee that you are now talking to a person with expertise and on-site experience. Being one of Korea's leading metal recyclers is our privilege and responsibility. We take our roles very seriously and proudly serve to create values for our suppliers, customers, employees, and shareholders. We sell fully prepared and sheared ferrous and non-ferrous metal to the Global Market. Since our prices are reviewed on a daily basis, you'll find them difficult to beat anywhere around the world.

A. Successful Differentiating Points from Competing Companies

a. Exporting Worldwide in Bulk
GMR Materials is one of the few Korean scrap metal companies exporting in bulk. In the scrap market of Korea, similar domestic companies are restricted from exporting due to the demand management policy of Korean mills. GMR Materials operates independently from Korean mills due to the preoccupancy of the marine belt. We mainly import and export from two ports, Incheon and Dangjin.

b. Specialized Seaport in Scrap Metal
GMR Materials operates its each sea port yard which is specialized for exporting scrap metal. We ship up to 50,000 tons per cargo to our customers all over the world everyday through our deep-water port and global transportation network in Dangjin.

Loading materials to bulk freighter in our own port of Dangjin.
B. Item

a. Ferrous

- Bulk (H1, H2, Bushelling, Shredded, New Tin Plated)
- Possible to mix items at the customer’s demand

- Container (Bushelling Bundle, Shredded Scrap, PNS, H3 Bundle, LMS Bundle, CR Sheet, Blusteel, Incinerator Bundle, Turning Puck, Car Body Bundle, New Tin Bundle, Plate Cutting, Low Manganese Bundle For Casting, Low Manganese Loose In Drum)
Our expertise

b. Non-Ferrous

- All Items of Copper, Aluminum, Brass and Stainless Steel

Copper - Barley
Copper - Berry Candy
Brass - Honey
Stainless Steel - 304
Aluminum / Copper - Talk
Aluminum - Trump
Aluminum - Tough Taboo
Aluminum - Wheel
A. Strong Partnerships
GMR Materials cares about strong partnerships. In our company’s philosophy, we consider our suppliers and customers as our number one priority. We have built and developed strong relationships with a diverse range of suppliers and customers in all regions, where we do business through earning their trust over time. We have thousands of connections from small or large domestic entrepreneurs to overseas mills. We will maintain the trustworthy partnerships by continuing to put our suppliers and customers as our number one priority.

B. Community Bond
GMR Materials cares about our communities. We have a strong commitment to the environment, sustainability and the health of the communities in which we do business. We consider ourselves as part of many communities, from the cities where we are located to the global marketplaces where we trade. We try to stay connected and contribute to communities by supporting them in a variety of ways through vital organizations, such as The World Vision and The UNICEF, that helps to feed the hungry, educate our children, and etc. In all aspects of our business, we try our best to implement the best practices and fulfill our ideal safety, health, environment and community.

C. Environment
GMR Materials cares about the environment. Everyone has some sort of impact on the natural environment, and it is an unavoidable reality in the industrialized world. However, we know that the extent to which we negatively impact our environment can absolutely be mitigated through a number of means. We believe that our business itself contributes to a greener world by recycling scrap metals, maintaining energy efficient operations and processing all by products for beneficial reuse. For example, we use marine network to deliver scrap instead of trucks. When one 3,000 ton Barge ship is used for delivery instead of over 100 trucks, the fuel economy improves up to 30 percent.
Sustainability

The heart of our business is sustainability. Recycling is the process of reducing the consumption of fresh raw materials, energy usage, air pollution and water pollution by decreasing the need for conventional waste disposal and lowering greenhouse gas emissions. Every tone of recycled steel conserves 2,500 pounds of iron ore, 1,400 pounds of coal and 120 pounds of limestone. In addition, Steel does not lose any of its inherent physical properties during the recycling process, and has drastically reduced energy and material requirements compared with refinement from iron ore.
Affiliated with
- Dowon Iron & Metal Co., Ltd (Korea)
- GMR Materials, Inc. (USA)